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Abstract. Open, flexible workspaces were introduced decades ago, but
architectural design approaches to ceiling systems have not changed
substantially. This paper discusses the development of strategies
and prototypes for a lightweight, integrated ceiling structure that is
robotically woven. Through geometrically complex, fibre-reinforced
building elements that are produced onsite, a new distribution system for
data and light can be provided and support individual and multi-group
collaborations in an contemporary open-plan office for maximum
flexibility. The paper introduces applied design research with case
studies that test robotic weaving on an architectural ceiling. The
second part contextualises the presented work by linking it to workspace
scenarios and an on-site robotic process with a resulting data distribution
that is designed to produce degrees of freedom for high flexibility in
use, allowing occupants to organise the workspace layout autonomously
so that workflow constellations in different teams can be adequately
expressed through space. The paper concludes with a discussion of a
framework for robotic methods developed for the carbon-fibre overhead
weaving processes, followed by conclusions and outlook towards future
potentials.
Keywords. Open collaborative workspace; robotic onsite weaving;
carbon fiber; integrated ceiling systems.

1. Introduction
Our daily workspaces provide the physical, digital and social contexts within
which people create, collaborate, share knowledge and solve problems (Groves
T. Fukuda, W. Huang, P. Janssen, K. Crolla, S. Alhadidi (eds.), Learning, Adapting and Prototyping,
Proceedings of the 23rd International Conference of the Association for Computer-Aided Architectural
Design Research in Asia (CAADRIA) 2018, Volume 1, 59-68. © 2018 and published by the Association for
Computer-Aided Architectural Design Research in Asia (CAADRIA) in Hong Kong.
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and Marlow, 2016). Over the last decade, the design of contemporary workspaces
has dramatically changed in Australia towards flexible and reconfigurable working
environments. Particularly in highly collaborative organisations, the physical
configurations of workspaces and specifically workplace infrastructure need to be
adequate for a mobile workforce. Changing work and team constellations require
a different organisational approach to general fit-out, table arrangements, data
provision, and lighting integration.
This research investigates the potential for an integrated ceiling structure as
organiser of open and flexible workspace environments; focusing on infrastructure
systems such as data, power, lighting, and air-conditioning distribution. The
paper presents ongoing research into design and fabrication of an integrated,
responsive ceiling system produced onsite as a series of robotically woven carbon
fibre structures. The paper discusses the development of digital workflow a for
the 1) rethinking occupational uses and linked service requirements for flexible
office workspace and data distribution; the 2) application of fibrous composite
materials and weaving deposition technology (in analogue and digital studies);
the 3) computational design of a weaving syntax for shape variations relative
to obstacles and boundaries; the 4) robotic fabrication production of produce
differentiated parts of constant quality; and 5) transfer to on-site context with 1:1
overhead robotic weaving in operating office environment. The paper concludes
with a discussion of results and adaptations, and an outline of future work.
2. Background and Aims
Main drivers for workplaces can be identified as organisational strategies,
workforce attitudes and expectations, and technological advancements for
workplaces (Brill et al., 2001). Unfortunately, while research is being undertaken
to change the operation of workspaces, the physical reality is that 90 percent of all
offices today sit in a building stock that has not changed since the 1960s. Standard
ceiling grid systems continue to limit physical and thus also organisational
changes.
2.1. INTEGRATED CEILING SYSTEMS AND FLEXIBLE WORKSPACES

The research aligns with a strategic workplace retrofit that dictated several points,
including to maintain the currently already exposed ceiling services (HVAC,
light). Two occupancy surveys were produced to understand the general capacity
and performance of the existing open-plan workspace, using an evidence-based
framework (BOSSA/Building Occupant Survey System, Candido et al., 2016, a,
b), with results averaging below expected levels for overall performance, health
and productivity.In response, the research aims at rearranging work scenarios at
any time to collaborative interaction, teamwork or individual multi-screen desking.
It proposes a ceiling system of multiple soffit-hung, rotational and retractable
power/data ‘booms’ 1800 mm in diameter, and capacity to feed eight desks with
power and fibre optic cable. To this extent, a generic script (kernel/circle packing,
GH) was deployed to reference a data tree structure with organisational centres
(booms) to minimise distances, while accounting for existing obstacles (such as
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HVAC tracks, columns, walls). Using a generative design for optimized shortest
path distribution of power and data cabling, results ranged across options between
329 m and 592 m distribution of cabling, out of which one optimisation was chosen
as macro-topography for the data reef (Figure 1 a), and referenced with a 3D scan
(1b).

Figure 1. Retrofit Open workspace environment scripted for data organisers (booms, left), and
3D scan data base to identify ceiling restrictions (right).

2.2. CARBON FIBER TECHNOLOGY

Beyond being a network adaptable to complex activities, the system also had to
be equivalent to a fully integrated and suspended ceiling; compliant to standard
office requirements for fire and structural engineering; and afford onsite and
data-responsive advanced manufacturing. For these reasons, a methodology
of carbon fibre robotic threading was chosen to produce a ceiling service
support. Robotic filament deposition of fibre composites opens up possibilities
for material exploration. Carbon fibre threads are anisotropic (directionally
dependent), so geometric and structural aspects result in extraordinary mechanical
properties that can be tailored depending on the placement of fibre (Steinmann
2016). Recent advancements in fibre technology and computer-controlled
robotic manufacturing now enable the delivery of threading with consistent and
reproducible qualities, where current research advances carbon fiber polymer
composites formed in moulds, core-less fiber winding (Menges 2014, Reichert
2014, Doerstelmann, 2014, Vasey 2015), or with semi-autonomous mini robots
(Yablonina 2016). However, most approaches require curing plus baking of fibres
to achieve structural stability, are prefabricated, or remain limited in weaving
scale. In contrast, this research centres on the directionality of anisotropic
fibres, which can express both tensile and compressive strength and so enables
construction of complex, load-bearing surfaces (Wulfhorst 2006). It focuses on a
complex, overhead and onsite robotic weaving across an existing ceiling condition,
constituting a field of a three-dimensional structure that deploys intrinsic material
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properties and structural performance inherent in the fibre to negotiate forces
inherent in the system, and a travelling point load presented by temporary towing
of the data cable.
3. Robotic Weaving
The robotic weaving explored in the research project is geared towards identifying
a base geometry that combines the morphogenetic shape and robot workspace with
a weaving syntax.
3.1. MORPHOGENETIC SHAPE AND MORPHOSPACE

Physical scaled weaving studies in builders’ rope and carbon fibre on customised
looms were conducted as a comprehensive description of morphogenetic weaving
patterns, where the differentiated fibre layout weaving becomes a gradient
variation of material properties and geometry (not displayed). As a precursor to
robotic weaving, a catalogue of potential shape variations was developed relative
to boom diameter as a constant (1800 mm), with variables including step count
pattern in weaving density, partial or full weaving, diameter and segmentation of
soffit ring hook, robot position to circle (Figure 2, a-e).

Figure 2. Diagramming potential robotic prototypes (a-e), robotic workspace and reach (f),
confirmation of primary weaving access (g), and robotic work volume intersections (h).

3.2. INITIAL WEAVING SYNTAX

The research developed a weaving syntax that describes the order of positioning
for fibre threads. Initial weaving tested a continuous skip count of eight in a
constant direction (between upper and lower target hooks, independent of overall
number) with five returns over a shifting starting point. As illustrated in Figure
3 (a-b), by then varying the skip count (number of layers deposited), different
thread patterns result in varying densities (20 subdivisions versus denser 80).
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Furthermore, by decreasing skip counts successively (10-8-6), a ruled surface with
greater curvature is compressed by fibres with a smaller count. This is important
since the weaving syntax then allows one to specifically address multiple passes
of weaving that strengthen defined directions of tensile stress. It also impacts on
the adhesive performance of the fibres which, when overlaid, are pulled together
and form a stable hyperbolic surface, so that compressive rigidity is added.

Figure 3. Prototype 1 with full circle weaving (a), variability in thread count (b), blind spot in
reach (c), close-up matching hook distances and end-effector angle (d).

4. Three Robotic Prototypes
Due to a defined short development period for the project (4.5 months), the
research moved directly into a feasibility study for testing potential robot
manufacturing for on-site implementation. The robotic work cell with a KUKA
KR 10 was set up within a 17.5 m2 plywood ceiling area that physically
simulates site constraints regarding sufficient ceiling height (proto1) and potential
interruptions to the robotic workflow by existing services (proto 2). For
each, initial studies in fast and soft material prototyping (rope) tested technical
challenges involved in calibrating, positioning and repositioning the robot, and
validated workflow and methods before real-time threading. For material
evaluation and performance, a factory-wound bobbin of carbon fibre tow (12k,
2 kg standard industrial, T300, tensile strength 3530 MPa) was deployed utilising
a hacked carbon fibre x-winder typically used for winding fibrous threads onto
mandrels to produce low-cost tubes or other parts. This provided a versatile
system for impregnating the carbon fibre tow with a specific resin quantity, and
minimized fraying through fiction as fibers are unwound from the spool; run
through a pre-mixed resin bath (WEST 105 resin, 209 extra slow hardener); are
drawn through a tension plate couple to unload excess resin; and pass across a
series of chemically resistant rollers to bring the tow to the top of the ‘unwinding’
mechanism. From this point, a pulley-based tension system ensures continuous
tension on the tow as it passes up to the end of the third axis of the robot. A dual
directional roller ring keeps friction minimal as the tow unspools to the tip of the
robot, which utilizes modified angling componentry on a rigid rod as a robotic end
effector. The drying period was 20-24 hrs at 22 C, with 4-9 days curing time for
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maximum strength.
4.1. PROTOTYPE 1: FULL SOFFIT CIRCLE THREADING

RoProto1 uses two large-scale circle segments to test sequencing for weaving, test
density patterns, overcome blind spots in robotic reach, and to achieve correct
turnround at hook positions (Figure 4a). The robot is placed centrally and weaves
inside across 350 degrees. By transferring weaving patterns first into a sequence
in a string (builders rope, first stepover), and then retracing in industrial carbon
fibre (4c), strength and stiffness for the carbon fibre laminate could be evaluated.
Results indicated that sufficient structural capacity could be derived for material
properties for a multi-directional layer with five stepovers.

Figure 4. Prototype 1 in simulated office ceiling, phase1 (ideal complete weave, a), multiple
stepovers overcoming blind spot (b), and carbon fiber final (c) .

It is important to note here that the robot motion script is from the start
constructed to privilege variability and allow a maximum of updates relative to
some criteria adaptations. At this stage, the script orchestrates weaving density,
access angle of end effector reach towards hook heads, and exact position of
fixings as the primary starting point of a weave. This enabled the research to
move seamlessly into further development of the script for prototype 2, where
the two complimentary rings and closed weaving was exchanged for multiple
hooking points. At a later stage (RoProto 3), the same adaptability in the script
provides an inbuilt tolerance that also caters for misplacements of soffit fixings
due to human error, or previously unregistered site constraints. By re-referencing a
fixing point once it is placed, the script maintains a capacity to semi-autonomously
update robotic threading patterns, in response to system positioning, location, and
available fixings points.
4.2. PROTOTYPE 2: MULTI-SEGMENT SOFFIT CIRCLE THREADING

RoProto2 extends the initial, inside robotic positioning and singular centric weave
for a boom with 82 teeth fabricated from 3D printed professionally graded ABS
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components. Relative dependencies were developed for three interior placed
soffit hooks (phase 1), and four robot positions that add six external and resulting
potential weave through options (phase 2, Figure 5).

Figure 5. Prototype 2 in simulated office ceiling, phase1 (inside 3 hooks, a) and fibre version
(b). Phase 3 onsite results carbon fiber threading inside and soft fabrication outside (c). .

Figure 6. Prototype 2 negotiates between inside and outside soffit points (plan, a).
Combinations of outside single hook (b), or doubles with varying distance and density (c).

The physical robotic prototypes were paralleled with script updates and robotic
simulation to develop strategies. In instance a), the soffit hooking is placed
between robot centre and lower ring with 500 mm distance, which allowed
sufficient fibre spread onto lower ring (16 hooks, 180 m fibre) with resulting
excellent compression between layers, based on limited horizontal reach due to
the constrained reach angle of end effector, which served as generic base module
for later adaptations. In b), two soffit hooks are placed offset from the centreline
between robot centre and lower ring (600 mm distance), allowing a larger amount
of fibre placement, and resulting in denser surface across all areas, but with
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constraints in the work envelope. In c), the two soffit hooks are further positioned
from the centreline between robot centre and lower ring (1000 mm distance),
which greatly increased robotic reach and thus flexibility of deposition on hooking
elements. This resulted in longer fibre deposition, expected fewer intersections
and compression of fibres, with additional robot movements required to complete
the weave.
4.3. PROTOTYPE 3: ONSITE, IN-CONTEXT ROBOTIC THREADING

RoProto3 transferred these updated scripts and workflow for integration with the
added challenge of weaving inside a ceiling void (Figure 7). In-between standard
obstacles and non-go zones set by different existing service elements including
major beams, HVAC, cabling, fire outlets, and core areas were embedded into the
script, so suitable data solutions for manufacturing could be generated.

Figure 7. Densely layered multiple deposition of carbon fibre threads (local detail, left);
overall boom (inside weave, ready for secondary weave, right).

For all prototypes, the robot is located on a platform to account for the
higher ceiling (3.175 m), and calibrated by locating the project origin, referencing
McNeel Rhino data modelled on original 3D data scan against an actual site.
A dry run is simulated in GH and KUKA| prc to check robot positions and
hook positions, and potentially shift the overall system due to discrepancies that
impede robot reach or tooling path. Hooks to be bolted to ceiling are physically
measured as coordinates out of rhino (site survey), acrow-prop clamps and boom
positioned from the project origin and checked against collision and accessibility
with weaving pattern and order of deposition. The robot is then calibrated by
manually direct the end effector to hooks to confirm data positions (embedded GH
scripts take calibration points with base splines referencing ideal vs actual), and
inner three threading produced (phase 1, with 180 m per hook position). For all
consecutive phases and remaining four external robot positions, calibration and
threading are repeated on each root position (200 m per outside hook position).
While threading proceeded efficiently as proof of concept, the cost of manual
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labour for calibration outweighs by far material expenses.
5. Discussion, Framework and Results
Two results were taken forward for further investigation; a reworked weaving
syntax with observed structural performance, and a framework for continued
on-site prototyping. Woven surfaces result from an order of deposition as the
directionality of the fibres are optimized for local structural requirements and
digitally simulated a tension active systems varied through elemental techniques
of scripting to inform directly the flow of forces that keep the ring in space.

Figure 8. Comparison of weave strategies for ceiling deposition relative to robotic reach;
testing a) singular deposition anchor; b) double anchor, shortest distance and maximum
density; and c) wider spacing.

The deposition order, number and degree of intersections and consecutive
laying of fibers was revised with controlled angle of end-effector (Figure 8,
1-4), so as not to exert abrasion to resin impregnated fibers that would diminish
adhesion and curing between layers and thus negatively impact on structural
performance for tension, compression and torsion forces. Secondly, intersections
were optimised by correcting relative distances of ring and soffit points: while
generic sorting (e.g., longest to shortest) in the worst case scenario resulted in
no compression of fibres (7a), updates projected a ruled surface/loft between the
two hook arches, applying a mid-point of curve to closest points and measuring
distances of simulated weave to ruled surface, which resulted in an approximate
95 percent compression of multiple broad connection between fibre strands.
A criteria framework for onsite robotic weaving is varied in each prototype,
relative to a) boom (track diameter, hook number, distance between individual
hooks, overall distance to ceiling (global), reachability of track system); the b)
positioning of boom (with/out single or multiple interruptions impacting on robotic
tooling path); the c) ceiling hooks (diameter, hook number, distance to centre,
reachability of robot); d) packaging of threads based on ceiling hook number vs
boom number; e) robot position and reach ( in/outside (relative to boom and max
reach distance); and e) carbon fiber weave (density of weave and resulting factual
intersections of fibres, number of passes and built-up of fibre surface, cross-overs).
This enables ongoing adaptation for real-time, and on-site affordances.
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6. Conclusion
The research discussed the potential for carbon fibre threading to form complex
geometries and programmable material behaviour by testing relationships between
weaving patterns of different deposition and density, to derive morphologic
articulations in integrated ceiling construction.
Based on 3D scanning,
development of a multi-criteria responsive script, and consecutive adaptable
robotic onsite fabrication, a comprehensive workflow was established that
enables continued manufacturing of prototype series; responds to contextual
restraints and desired workspace scenarios; and provides an alternative to standard
ceiling service distribution, thus potentially altering environmental conditions and
workplace performance. Further studies will explore a collaborative and further
continued learning workflow where the robot scans environmental conditions
against the script matrix, checks allowable tolerances, and indicates via laser
projection accurate positions in space for robot placement and hooks, which will
allow the research to expand beyond this specific environment towards generic
adaptability for other workspaces.
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